
Redmine - Feature #8363

Git: Pull requests

2011-05-13 03:46 - Ве Fio

Status: New Start date: 2011-05-13

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: SCM Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution:    

Description

There was a plugin that aimed to do this, called Redmine extras, but it never really got anywhere.

I'd like to see the ability to let people to do a pull request to your project, similar to GitHub (but any URL form any place can be used,

to allow full functionality). Maybe also allow GitHub support somehow.

https://github.com/shadowbq/redmine-git-extras-plugin

History

#1 - 2011-05-13 03:47 - Ве Fio

from any place*

#2 - 2011-05-27 16:49 - Etienne Massip

- Category set to SCM

#3 - 2012-04-11 05:57 - Anonymous

Not only git but also for all DCVS please.

And togher with #9427, redmine will rocks like github or bitbucket.

#4 - 2013-11-09 20:10 - TridenT Job

Yes, all DVCS could benefits from Pull request feature.

#5 - 2016-10-25 19:41 - Warren Postma

I am starting to think that the time for putting this in Redmine is long past.

These days I would just install Gitlab and then integrate Gitlab with my redmine bug tracker.

In fact, if anyone is interested in doing exactly this, I am considering writing a redmine-gitlab plugin (for gitlab).

When someone commits or merges in Gitlab, I want comments auto-posted in Redmine.

Redmine's repository (vcs) features were designed in a Subversion world and don't make sense in Git world.

#6 - 2017-10-13 14:49 - Peter Volkov

Warren Postma wrote:

I am starting to think that the time for putting this in Redmine is long past.

 We are going to do exactly the same. But, hey, may be there is better solution? I found following modules:

https://github.com/xueqiu/redmine_pull_requests

https://github.com/pixel-cookers/redmine_gitlab_merge_request

but they look orphaned.

#7 - 2017-11-13 10:08 - Vasili Korol

I think this functionality is a musthave in Redmine. If we don't find a good solution for this in the nearest year or so, we will have to start migrating to

Gitlab, or smth similar.
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#8 - 2019-01-30 00:53 - Yasukazu Nagatomi

+1

#9 - 2019-03-05 14:11 - Enziin System

+1

Redmine lack some feature repository management as a pull request, create/add/remove repository on settings (at now, it only import repositories,

not create or delete).
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